Freedom share data option
Together with a Freedom subscription: Surf on a second
hardware device (mobile phone or tablet) with an additional SIM card.

Option for mobile subscription
Service
Service

With Freedom share data and a second SIM card with a separate phone number, you
can surf independently on a second mobile hardware device (e.g. tablet), with the data
usage from the second mobile hardware billed against the data volume of the Freedom
subscription connected with this option.
For example: Freedom share data in connection with Sunrise Freedom classic. The 1
GB of data volume from the Sunrise Freedom classic subscription can be used
independently and simultaneously on two hardware devices with a second SIM card.
Data usage is subject to the conditions of the connected Freedom subscription.

Prerequisite

Freedom data share is only available in connection with a Sunrise Freedom and MTV
mobile Freedom subscription.

Fee per month (without
discount)

CHF 5.00

Activation fee (incl. SIM card)

CHF 49.00

Miscellaneous
Minimum duration

None

Option cancellation

The option can be cancelled with a cancellation period of 30 days prior to the end of
each month.

Decoupling

The Freedom share data option can also be decoupled from the corresponding
Freedom subscription and used alone as a "Sunrise Freedom Take Away" subscription
subject to the applicable prices and conditions.

Additional hardware plan

With the Freedom share data option, an additional hardware device (e.g. tablet) can be
optionally purchased with installment payments with no interest or fees. Each hardware
device from CHF 1.00 down payment.
The installment payment agreement will be automatically cancelled when the Freedom
share data option is cancelled or decoupled from the subscription. If the hardware is not
yet paid off, all outstanding installments are due immediately.

Contract components
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- Contract for mobile phone services
- Special provisions for mobile phone services
- General terms and conditions
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